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Black Athletes Challenge Standards .P roposal
Athletes, coaches and college administrators at
Eastern are continuing informal talks this week regarding, in general, a code of conduct for athletes
and in particular the clenched fist salute of the black
athletes.
. Several white athletes, mostly football players,
first broached the subject of an athletic code to _Brent
Wooten, director of athletics, about a month ago.
Wooten, . who Immediately endorsed the idea of
a code, suggested the reason for establishing one
was to prevent a recurrence of. the recent _Oregon

State flare-up, triggered by a black student's refuaal
to shave his beard.
After hassling over the particulars of the code

.~

.

with various coaches, a meeting of all the athletes
was called Wednesday to ascertain their views on the
proposed code, which covered basic areas of appearance and conduct and recognized that an athletic
team is an autocratic society and is therefore under
sole authority of the coach.
The clause relating to the raised clenched fist of
the black athletes read: "The athletic arena will not
be used as a platform for actively expounding
political, religious or philosophical views."
Discussion was long and sometimes heated on

that point, with the blacks insisting their closed fist
salute is~ valid means of expressing their inequality
and some whites refuting that by labeling the

THE DIE IS CAST. Athletes clench their fist and raise them aloft in a vote to prohibit
black athletes from displaying the same political gesture In football, basketball, track
and baseball games.
A code of conduct relating to the basic appearance and conducts of all the athletes
was discussed by the athletes in a meeting last Wednesday.

AWS-AMS Budgets
On Line Tonight
1

A recommendation to place
AMS and AWS budget under
Associated Students control will
be voted upon tonight at Council.
The recommendation stems
from
recent di sc ussion
concerning the ability of AMS and
AWS to successfully manage their
budgets. And whether they
represent a large enough portion
of the college population to be
conside red beneficial ca mpu
organiza lions .
' Every st ud e nt group is

Outdoor Cap
Fetes 'Column'
An outdoor nightcap will be
held tomorrow night at 7: 00
p.m. on the !awn between
Dressler Hall and the Science
building.
The show, sponsored by the
Straight Arrow Athletic Club,
will feature Easterus own
"Fifth Column" and "The
Fogg".
Jerry Anderson, chairman
for the event, said donations
will be accepted with all
proceeds going to the United
Crusa4e.
The show will be moved to
Bali Lounge if the weather is
inclement, Anderson added.
e

budgeted through the A.S. 'Council
but AMS and A WS, " sa id Mike
Murphy , A.S. President, ' and I
don' t think they are managing
their money successfully ."
" The money" he said, ' could
be put to a greater use if budgeted
through A.S. "
" I am not aying AMS and AWS
are not a necessary part of this
ca mpu s," Murphy said . " They are
needed. The people pe rsonally
involved do much for the school. "
" Everyone seems to think we
have plenty of money and are
wa s ting it," said Kathy Ive rson,
present AWS Pres ide nt. " We don·t
ha ve a n abundance of money."
Bob Van Schoor l, A.S. Trea urer
and A.S . Preside nt-elect., sa id that
the current AWS budget wa s $4,140
a nd the AMS budget wa $5 ,374.
Miss Iverson aid her largest
fea · centered around the existence
of AWS after it came under A.S.
qmtrol.
'We have studied other colleges
throughout the United State · and
everytime A WS has been brought
under A.S. control it became
defunct, " sa id Mi s Iver on . " If
we are brought under A.S. we will
eventua lly be budgeted out a nd
will the n have to ra ise our ow n
money for our activitie .
Larry Heimgartner. a ting AM
(Continued on Page 5)

clenched fist a black power symbol.

Black Student Union member Jim Bell explained
the blacks viewpoint in this manner:
"We won't raise ou.r fists if the national anthem
isn't played-both are political gestures."
Elaborating further, Bell said, "Athletics is the
only field blacks have been able to compete in
equally against whites. Using that vehicle is the
best means blacks have of forcing whites to realize
the iniustices dealt ui.

"College is supposed to give students a chance
to be leaders. The only places a black can lead and
express his opinions with authority are "in athletic
(Continued on . Page 5)

The atMetes are voting on the statement in the code which reads: "The athletic
arena will not be used as a platform for actively expounding political, religious or
philosophical views."
The vote was not final, but merely an indication of where the athletes stood.
~pproximately four-fifths of the vote favored the statement.

Five Students
Needed
Applications for five student
members of a committee that
will recommend a new Dean of
Faculty.. to the Board of
'.frustees are being accepted by
A.S . President Mike Murphy.
The new dean will replace
Dr. George Kabat who will
retire in June. All applications
for the committee must be
submitted by tomorrow
afternoon.

Cheney Police
End Keggei
Approximate ly 15-30 re ·id nts of
Streeter Ha ll violated a s tate a nd
city law arou nd 8 : 30. unday night
by drinking beer on the id ewa lk in
front of Streeter, said Al Ogdon ,
a s i tant dea n of tudents.
The students' aciions were not
pre-planned, added Ogdon. A
group of students made the unwise
but pur-of-the-moment decision
to finish up the remains of a keg of
beer left over from a previous offcampus function of third floor
Streeter, according to Ogdon.
Apparently no on e was
intoxicat d or di sorder ly, Ogdon
sa id .
Sine
treeter Ha ll 's director ,
Robert Sa rgea nt, wa s back Ea t
(Continued on Page 5)

Constitution Dispute Marks
Republican-Judical War
By PATTI HUTTON
Staff Writer

A t rial before t he Judicial Board
to se ttle the di spute now being
wage d between the A.S. a nd the
re-organized Coll ege Republican
Club , over the ad di tion of certa in
ar ticle s into the c lub 's
constitution, co nvene d Monday
afternoon in the Ta hiti room of the
SUB .
The pro ecution 's ca se wa
pre e nted by Bru ce E llis, new lyelected pres ident of the Co llege
Republica n ·. with E d Woodell
acting as co-co un ci l. E lli · base~!
hi
cas
on t hr ee major
a llocation : I ) that the A.S.
constitution does not require that
these arti c les be contai ned in the
c lub 's co nstitution ; 2) that the
pa s ing 'O f uch requirements as
contained in the artic le (i. e. ,
precede nce a nd the filing ot
co pies) Js an ex po t facto law 1
ince , Ellis conte nd s, the former
chapter of the club the Young
Re publi ca ns, wa s recognizecl
before the articles wer passed ,
The last point re ts on the opinio~
that th e req uir e ment s are
" unneces ary and arbitrary. "
The case for the defen e is being
presented by Executi ve Vice•
President Ga ry Rentel. Tn hi~
opening remarks Rentel la ted
that he felt " the admini trative
bran h and the e ntire c on titution

is be ing cha llenged" by thi s case.
The t rial , sometimes the scene
·cof heated discu ssion from both
sides, lasted for 6 1h hours . At
pre s · time the prosecution ha d
concluded its pre entation and the
defen se had begun its case wi.th
the presen' i:15· of its fir st witness .
The trial will re-convene next
Monda y, Ma y 5, at 4 p.m.

Applications
Being Taken
For Editors
Applications
for 1969-70
editor of t he Easterner, The
K~nnikinick and the f nnisfree
will be accepted through next
Wednesday according to A.S.
president Mike Murphy.
Applications for summer
editor of The Easterner will
also be accepted.
Applications should iracl ude
qualifications and reasons for
desiring the position and must
be s ubmitted to he office of
A.S. president, Murphy siad.
The applications will be
c onside red by A.S. Council,
which will choose the editor of
each publication, he added.

0
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SACRED COW
A proposal · will be submitted to the
Associated Student Council tonight
which would, if approved, recommend
to the Board of Trustees that the Associated Men Students ahd the Associated Women Students become budgeted items under -the A.S.
At the pre$ent time AMS and AWS
receive funds directly from student
fees. The organizations go through no
budgetary process whatsoever. They
are simply given a block grant of
funds and . are required to show no
justification for those funds.
Great cries of pain and anguish
come from the officers of the two organizations each time the subject of
b:.,dgeting through the Associated Students is raised. What are these organizations afraid of?
If the programs of the organizations
are so tremendous, why are the groups
afraid to allow these programs to be
scrutinized by a budget committee?
Why are the organizations afraid to
justify their programs as they would
be required to do if they budgeted
through the A.S.?

All other areas which spend student
money are budgeted items and they
must present a request and a sound
program to the budget hearings which
are held each spring. AMS and AWS
are the qnly people spending money
taken
from student fees that do not
.
have to go through this process.
Why this is s~ is a good question.
What is different about these two or-·
ganizations escapes most observers.
Why have these two groups been designated as sacred cows which can do
as they please · with student money?
To have such groups around spending money as they damn well please
is idiocy. Students are soaked a goodly
amount for tuition and student fees.
They should at least have a say where
the money goes and currently a part
of that money is given to groups which
have responsibility to no one.
The students shou Id demand that
these two groups be brought under
the scrutiny of the Associated Students
so that -there may be no question that
the funds are appropriated for the
best possible use.

·THE SOUND OF SILENCE----

Decaderice-Racism Same
...__ _ By STEVE B L E W E T T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . J
Editor

.,George Bernard Shaw once said
"Decadence can find agents only when
it wears the mask of progress."
A proposal by white athletes to establish standards of conduct and appearance is now being considered by
the athletic department, administration
and athletes of this school.
To determine the worthiness of this
proposal, it must be determined what
"mask" it wears, and why.
The articles of the proposal, in
part, state that athletics is an autocratic
system, with the final authority vested
in the coaches and, ultimately, the
head coach and athletic director. As
anyone who has participated in an organized athletic program knows, this
is essentially true.
But the proposal states in another
article that there will be no "philosophical, religious or ideological gestures made by a member of any athletic team at Eastern."
The mask this article wears is that
of "discipline" and the reason it wears
that mask is fear and racism.
The mere ex istence of such a proposal is an insult to the inte lligence of
any rational individual. There can be
no doubt that it has grown out of the
black gesture of raising a closed fist
during the playing of the national anthem and at other moments of meaning.
I have never heard a serious objedion to a Catholic cros'sing himself
on an athletic field. When a Czechoslovakian girl was forced to share the
same step as a Russian girl to receive
a gold meda l in the Summer Olymp-

CJ'

ics, and bowed her head away from
the Russian during the playing of that
nation's national anthem, people
silently cheered.
But when two blacks raised their
black-gloved, close-fisted right hands
during the playin~ of America's anthem, they were expelled frorr, the
games. The reason given was the men
had "violated the principle of the
games." A mask to cover the embarrasment felt by a racist olympic committee.
The reasons obvious at Eastern are
the same as those at Mexico City. A
good "image" must be maintained to
assure Eastern's popularity in the
"right" places .
The "right" places in the past were
just as wrong then as they are now.
Athletics for the school and not for the
athlete. Athletics to provide a "name,"
a "reputation;" to recru it and popular:.
ize the institution .
Not athletics for the athlete.
Eastern is not as guilty of this as are
the larger, more prestige-conscious
schools. But if any dictum or dogma
designed to contro l a minority express ion of religious, ideological or philosophical belief is allowed to blossom
here, then Eastern will have taken the
first step along an irrevocable path
that cen only lead to disaster.
It has taken centuries to recognize
publicly and lega lly that a man's worth
can not be measured by the color of
hi s skin . It would be such a waste to
throw away the small amount of progress made to satisfy the whims of a
few individua ls.

tEfflRS TO THE EDITOR
seems to have occurred to him.
This is In essence what the
Editor:
Athletic department is saying,
'' An honorable and fair struggle
"Athletics is the one sport or
awakens the best virtue in man. It
activi~y
for Black.s to successfully
does not separate; on the contrary
get
together
with u~ good white
it binds the contestants together in
anti-communist gentiles. (Which
mutual understanding and equal
ls more that can happen at the
respect. It all serves to strengthen
fabulous Spokane Club at which
the bonds of freedom between
James Bell and I were invited to
nations. For this reason, may the
speak by Coach Wooten but where
Olympic flame never die out."
we were turned down because we
Those are noble words worthy of
are Black).
inclusion in a speech given by the
. I would like to believe the
octogenarian Avery Brundage,
sincerity of the department, but
head of the International Olympic
their past behavior, measured
Committee. However, Mr.
against
the facts, invites
Brundage did not say those words,
_ skepticism. For example, Coach
the quotation was rended in a
Raver has been known to invite
speech on the occasion of the 1936
Blacks to his office to discuss the
Olympics by Adolf Hitler.
issues,
a·nd in reality he makes
The fact that Hitler said it does
them
feel
they owe him a personal
not make it a bad rendition of the
debt
for
being recruited here,
Olympic ideal. It does however,
thereby he seems' to be seeking to
point up the fact that the Olympic
make
the Black at1'1etes
ideal is now and has been at least
subservient
to the personal '*hims
since 1936, a pious fraud to the
of the coaching staff.
Black man. The Athletic
Tommie Smith and Lee Evaus
department at Eastern can be
were accused of being commies by
likened to Mr. Brundage, who
Payton Jordan, track coach at
asserts he too has been fighting
Stanford
University for expousing
politics all his life in the Olympic
the possibility of a black boycott of
movement. It is quite clear
the Olympics. If that statement
however, that Mr. Brundage and
had been made by Robert Welch
the Eastern Athletic staff thinks
or George Wallace it would
of politics as meaning those
involve elements of self-parody.
politics they both happen to
But it wasn't, it was made by the
disagree with.
man for whom some Black
When a number of religious
Athletes threatened to refuse to
groups, including Jewish
run and jump. A man who, like
organizations, opposed American
Avery Brundage and Coaches
participation in the 1936 Olympics,
Wooten
and Krause, ·insists that
Mr., Brundage fought them too,
"politics has no place in
because their opposition was "too
Athletics'
'. I suspect on the basis
political". The mere fact that
staff's attitudes
of
the
coaching
participati,on in the games and the
that they have some not too
playing of various anthems never
private philosophies about race
and politics ; a philosophy they will
bring into the 1969-70 athletic
season: racism.
Since Coach Krause cannot
develop a good relationship with
EDITOR
Steve Blewett
middle class athletes (I stand to
ASSOCIATE EDITOR .... Bob Cubbage
be corrected i.f wrong) such as
NEWS EDITOR ... . Jerry J, Shackette
SPORTS EDITOR . . Mike GrNnwalt
Jerry Arlington, George Anderson
COPY EDITOR . . . ...... Sheila Malloy
and Dave Polk, how in hell can one
PROOFREADER ...... Laura Jamieson
·expect him to· get along with Black
PHOTOGRAPHER .............. 8111 B1n1er
Athletes? There are some clues,
PHOTOGRAPHER .. . . Mark Lobdell
mind you ; The Blacks on the
CIRCULATION MGR. ........ Steve Lewl1
basketball team have often heard
BUSINESS MGR . ..... Chri1 Mathison
Coach Raver relat~ proudly, and
Carter Barnes
incredibly, - of hi s competing with
ADVISOR . ..... . .. .. Richard Hoover
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Irish Culture .Aura
Created by Rovers
By SHEILA MALLOY
Copy Editor

/

The atmosphere of an old Irish
pub was produced last week by
Jimmy Kennedy, the Irish Rovers
and the participation of a large
and appreciative audience in one
of the most fun concerts presented
here this year. The only thing
missing (alas) was a few tankards
of the Irish ambrosia-Guinness
·stout.
The concert began with a
bang-literally-w_hen lightening
struck a cable and caused a power
shortage. The Rover's recovery
from total darkness and dead
mikes was· pr.ofessional and as the
songs and jokes continued the
frequent lightning and thunder
l:>lasts went unnoticed.
Each of the Rovers bas that rare
quality of endearing himself to the
B'udlence. Each is a real
performer.
The Rovers sang a selection of
ballads-pub songs - and invited
their willing audience to join in the
choruses of songs fr<;>m children's

tunes, like "The Unicorn", to the
typical Irish hits like " Whiskey on
a Sunday."
The versatility of the group,
seen in their wide range of songs
and instruments, was as
impressive as their quick Irish
wit<. A wit that promoted an easy
laughter and made the audience
· aware of the friendship between
the Rovers and Itself.
Jimmy Kennedy, presently
touring with the group, has a good
voice and a personality that
warmed the auditorium even on a
rainy night. Kennedy's choice of
songs and jokes were geared more
to the level of a middle aged
audience than to students and he
. didn't get the reception that the
Rovers received. But the concert
was enhanced by his presence.
· The greatest complim~nt that
can be paid any performer is that
the concert was a success. And, in
the case of Kennedy and the
Rovers, the audience lost
themselves for an evening in an
aura of Irish culture.

ANOTHER VOICE

Hooray! Hooray!
By WALT LINDGREN

c, ........

..

;

Wtllw-

Spring has sprung-and missed.
That snowfall last Thursday
buggered things up good. Fishing's
no good, too windy to play g01f,
and too wet to plow. It seems
strange that one week of bad
weather C"an have such a swee_ping
effect. ..:specially on young
students.
Two weeks ago the balls were
filled with and the lawns were
co\iered with young bodies trying
to nuzzle, rub, and pet each other.
Now the lawns are covered with
the same old stuff; cigarette
packages, gum-wrappers, and
pine cones. It is really a shame
because young bodies are
infinitely more interesting than
garbage.
The sun will come out again,
soon, and the Annual Spring
Petting Derby will begin in
earnest. A false start like last
week's just seems to create added
interest when the good weather
springs·and hits.
The Annual Spring Petting
Derby ls not exclusive to the
collegiate scene; however,
campuses are the best place to
observe the effects of this
particular form of behavior. When
classroom attendance drops below
fifty_percent in the afternoon the
really hard-core participation will
have begun.
Personally, I think seniors
should be barred from
participating. They are far "too
suave and sophisticated and
almost no fun to observe. The
most interesting Derby-ites are
sophomore guys in tandem with
freshman girls. Uninhibited ,
intense, and inept they can put on
a show like no other found
anywhere in nature. In the halls
they are practically a . nuisance
and on the lawns they are almost a
menace.
. I have seen Martin Addition so
clogged with pairs of bodies that it
took six minutes to walk from MA
117 to MA 110. I have also seen
Showalter lawn when it was
impossible to get off the sidewalk
without stepping on someone. But
it's great; really great.
It is especially great to observe
certain types of old folk eating
their livers in jealous rage over
their lost youth. It is also nice to

see old folk who can savor
memories of their spent youth
when they see these young bodies.
And it is very pleasant to watch
the young .. spend their youth on
something worthwhile.
So worthwhile, in fact, that it's
high time the college
administration recognized the
importance of the Annual Spring
Petting Derby. I suppose a student
can presently obtain a directed
study in the Derby through the
P.E. Dep't. You know, Anatomy
499, or something. However, it
should be much more highly
refined.
Every Spring quarter the
college could offer a regularly
scheduled class in petting. It
should be a class named, "Living,
297."
.
The catalog description should
be appropriate:

Living, 297 (5): A lower
division class dealing with the
Rites of Spring in a cultural and
an historical persepecti~e. Two
lectqre sections per week plus
three two-hour practical
laboratory experiences.
Offered only in Spring quarter.

The advantages of this class are
so obvious that I now know why it
isn't already in the curriculum.
The most obvious advantage is
that in an age when "relevance" is
the catch-word criticism of all
education this course would be a
grabber.
After all , what could be more
relevant? The second most
obvious advantage is that since the
students are going to be
somewhere petting anyway it
would make sense for the college
to give some credit for this
activity.
And, finally, having a class like
this that everyone could enroll in
and could repeat for credit every
year would decrease the Spring
quarter academic load for
everyone; faculty members dnd
students alike.
Spring is great. And I would like
to remind everyone to pr~pare for
the big day. The big day is
Thursday this year, two weeks
hence . So everybody better start
training and getting · in shape.
Remember; Hooray, Hooray, for
the eighth of May . . . .

•

By RICK ALLEN

As spring wears on, so do campus
dances every Friday and Saturday,
which has caused a few changes in
policy .. in other words, for one reason or another it's gettnig too loud . to
hold mixers in Louise Anderson on
Fridays, so from now on all mixers are
in Bali lounge.

The movies on Friday ire 111 being
moved to Kennedy Library, which i1 1
better place 1nyw1y. The first one in
Kennedy is May 2, which is "A Ra sin in
the Sun," with Sidney Portier.

*

*

*

Jerry Anderson, who's in charge of
Eastern's first outdoor nite-cap on
Thursday, May 1, seems to have things
pretty well under control. Entertainment will range from rock bands to
folk music. An added attraction will be
the announcement of Eastern's cheerleaders for 1969-70. Interviews were
held last week, and the final judging
was Monday in the Fieldhouse. Over
20 girls turned out along with eight
men .

L.e tters
to the Editor
Informative
Dear Editor:
There seem to be some
questions on Eastern' s campus
concerning this association (not
club), the main one being: What Is
STUDENT
WASHINGTON
EUUCATION ASSOCIATION?
Allow us, the officers of Student'
WEA, to explain. Student WEA is
the student segment, the
professional organization, of the
Washington
Education
Association.
As a member of Student WEA
you have a voice and can actively
participate in the making of
policies within the Student WEA,
WEA, and National Education
Association.
The Student WEA, in
cooperation with the Washington
Education Association, have
developed policies including
working with the WEA loobyists'in
Olympia for lowering the voting
age to 18, working with the office
of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction in developing new
criteria for teacher certification
in the State of Washington, and
developing improved classroom
curriculum.
People who are concerned about
the future of the profession will
want to, through this association,
present and work with their ideas
concerning the programs they feel
will most benefit them.
That's why we're here - to help
you . We do exist, so come out and
learn abou.t YOUR professional
association.
The Officers of Student WEA

Thank You
Editor:
My sincere thanks to t~ose
wonderful people who helped me
at the scene of my accident and
another thank you for the lovely
flowers, gifts, cards, and letters
which I received in the hospital
and at home.
Albert Mount

.

.

The eighth of May is near, and that
means so is Dressler Hall's annual
eighth of May street dance, one of
spring's biggest events. The' "Overland Mail" will be playing, and it
looks like another wild one next week.

*

.,.

*

Al Capp will add to next week's
festivities, 11 he comes to Eastern to
fulfill I contrad agreement he made
earlier this year. Capp w11 scheduled
to appear last qu1rter, but cancelled
at the 11st moment. The originator of
"Lil Abner'' will be in the Fieldhouse
May 7 at 8 p.m. Admi11ion is free.
*
*
*

,

Mary Ellen Smith fills every other
night during May 5-10 with entertainment in the SUB. It'll be Eastern's first
effort at a Coffee House-type . atmosphere. Mary Ellen will appear nightly,
so those who can't go the first night
will be able to attend later. Cost to
Eastern students will only be 25c. It
promises to be something new and
interesting-entertainment-wise.

MARVELIZING
Is Better T/rQn Any Other Dry Cleaning
.JET ACTION RINSES AS IT WASHES
RELEASED SOil INSTANnY FLUSHED AWAY
CLOTHES NEVER UE IN DIRTY CLEANING FLUID

r~

1

1

.K.1.1 nt,t?- It, 1.1 nt, t3 It, 1.1
MADE AND STYLED IN

BIKINIS
MUU MUU'S
MEN'S SHIRTS
MEN'S TRUNKS
LADIES COVERUPS
at

"
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College:
That's Life
I am about to start writing my
memoirs, and plan to serialize the
entire three volumes in the next
few issues of the Easterner. I will
cite names, dates and places·- in
cases where I promised the date I
wouldn' t.
I realize this may seem hard on
some people (especially some of
the dates) . However, I recognize
that in 50 years historians will be
studying this period with a fine
tooth comb, in an effort to find out
what really happened.

By BILL STIMSON
Feature Writer

Going through college is a lot
like going through life. You come
into the campus like a baby, stupid
and lacking in social graces, but
fun to play with. For a while you
are pure of mind and innocent in
your intentions.
AN AUDIENCE OF OVER 2000 heard the Irish Rovers and Jimmy Kennedy in concert here last week.
The concert consisted of Irish pub songs and a large array of Irish witticism. Jimmy Kennedy Is fourth
from the left in kilts.

Sutton Dormitory Claims Crowding
By C~mpus Housing Department
By MIKE DENUTY
Staff Writer

Deadlock between housing
office and Sutton Hall has resulled
from a plan to increase the
occupancy of Sutton from 70 to 91.
The proposal, made by the
housing office in expectation of
increased demands on housing
next year, has generated
considerable
opposition
from
Sutton.

At a meeting last week, both
sides acknowledged the other
side's position, but neit1her would
rescind their demands.
The housing office, according to
Edwin Melhuish, director, is
bound by a Board of Trustees
policy to provide campus housing
for all those that request it.
Melhuish expects an increase of

approximately 100 students next
year, and says there will be a
shortage of beds under the current
system.

Jim Stroklund, Sutton president,
believes that increases in
occupancy in the hall will lead to
morale problems, as well as
physical problems " inconducive to
study. " He says that condi tio.ns in
the old dorm would become
uncomfortable if occupancy was
increased from two to three men
per room.
Stroklund added that the housing
office corrected a similar
situation in Monroe Hall three
years ago when it was a residence
hall. "They are now ignoring this
because they need the room ."
Melbuish admitted that
situation was unfortunate

the
but

added that three years ago
Sutton's occupancy was 91 and
that was a decrease of the 129 it
used to be. Melhuish says that 129
definately was overcrowding the
dorm, but 91 is the accepted
capacity.

Melhuish said the capacity
would only be necessary for one
quarter , since the normal three
per cent drop would end the need
for the additional housing.
Melhuish emphasized that the
increase would be for only one
quarter. "A three per cent drop
usually experienced in on-campus
housing will end the need for the
additional room," he said.
On the conditions of the dorm,
Melhuish said that repairs to the
water-damaged rooms, lounge and
halls of the dorm would be
repaired this summer.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(Continued from Page 2)

Bob Gibson, and how he always
got along well with colored folksas a matter of fa ct I'm sure some
of his best friends are colored.
The naivete that would lead an
educator to make statements of
this nature can be forgiven
because I strongly suspect that
certain coaches a're already
uncomfortable in an atmosphere
of intellectual superiors.
I would like to pose a question
(open to any coach for an answer),
What would be the fate of a Dave
Lofton or Joe Bullock if they could
not make baskets consistently? , of
an Al Gale or Cleodis Ray if they
could not almost literally jump out
of the gym?
I'll answer it for you. They
would be faceless Black men
caught in the same system of
racial disc rimination as many
other of our Black brothers and
sisters.
We a'r e gratified to see that
there are Blacks proposing the
clenched fist salute and ha ving
enough social awareness to realize
that the struggle of the Black in
Denver, Watts, Harlem, Houston

and Chicago is their struggle also.
Albert Sims
"I

BSU President

AMS Answer
Editor:
The most important controversy
that has arisen over the possibility
of the Associated Students having
control over the budgets of AMS
and AWS is autonomy. "There are
two important areas that describe

1) Self-government,
and 2) Self-control of funds. As
AMS president, I feel that these
two areas are in jeopardy if AS
fully controls the AMS and AWS
budgets. The autonomy that these
organizations now have will be
weakened if the budgets are
controlled by AS.
Let me f urthe.r explain the two
points that I have already stated.
1) As AMS and AWS are now
functioning they are separate of
AS and, therefore, have almost
complete self-government. This
means that activities sponsored,
planned, and carried out by these
organizations are fully controlled
by themselves. Many people do
not realize that if controversies do
arise, AS has full control of
deciding the solutions. So, AS does
have some control over these
organizations. 2) As it is now,
these orga.1izations have selfcontrol in spending the money the
way they feel beneficial. Like AS,
AMS
and
AWS
hav e
representatives from living
groups that help decide how funds
are to be spent. AS again has the
right to decide if our decisions
conc,e rning funds spent are valid
or not.

autonomy:

submit budgets to AS for approval
of funds with no guaranteed
amount.
The Associated Men and Women
Students should strongly support
the argument that if their budgets
become controlled under AS, their
organizations could be weakened.
For example, in other colleges the
AWS who have been budgeted
through AS , have been
considerably weakened. Of course
this is only an assumption of what
could happen. But, isn't AS now
assuming that we will fail from
" incompetencies" in our present
system?
Larry Heimgartner
AMS President

My years on this campus are
nearly behind me, and I am
content to let history judge now. I
have written my memoirs , which
will be serialized in the Eastern
beginning next week .
. My memoirs will be divided into
three books. The first book, " The
Call of the Wild," tells of my
monumental decision to get a
higher education. The very first
chapter tells the dramatic story of
my first letter from the draft
board.
The second book, " The Ecstasy
and the Agony," tells of my entry
into the tumultuous world of
college politics. This book
explains for the layman the ins
and outs of school politics - and
what its like to be an out.
The last book, entitled "The
Valiant Years," tells how a
courageous man, having been
rejected by the voters, his girl
friend and nearly everyone else,
struggles to pick up the pieces of
his life.
This stirring story follows the
broken wretch as he swallows his
pride and become a ci vii servant
in the ASS Bureaucrasy: It also
tells how the newspaper editors
swallow their pride and allow his
newspaper column to be printed.
This is one story you shouldn't
miss - if only because you'll
probably be slandered in it.

But soon you begin to develop
physically (unless you're an art
major) and mentally (unless
you' re a PE major or an art
major), and before you know it
you are a sophomore. Having sown
your wild oats, you find a little
woman and settle down with her.
Life is just a bed of roses.

Then middle age, the junior
year, overtakes you. You become
tired of the little woman and start
to mess around. You also become
ambitious, nasty and socially
acceptable. This is the most
exciting time of life for most
people.
Inevitably, though, age
overtakes you. You notice that its
not as much fun to have fun as it
used to be and your interest in
girls begins to wane. You also
begin to worry that your messing
around in this life might have to be
paid for in the next one. You begin
to study religiously.

Graduation is death (although
some people appear to be
immortal) because every college
student inherently fears it, and
because it leaves you cold.
There is no sense in fearing
graduation; alas, there is no way
of escaping it. As the French sav
of death, "C'est such is life .
Yes, my friend, when you get to
be my age there is little left. The
only excitment you have left open
to you is to write your memoirs.
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Coverage

Editor:
To the No. one College paper in
the state of Washi ngton, which
covers everything, but what's
going on on Eastern's campus.
I say this in regard to the lack of
COVERAGE concerning the
Foreign students. {The very small
minority group?).
On April the 13th, the Foreign
st udents had their a nnual
Cosmopolitan dinner, which no
The funds of AMS and AWS are one knew about, and for which
obtained from each student's there was no coverage.
tuition fees. During registration,
Most of the minority groups are
fifty cents is taken from these fees covered in The Easterner, the
and divided forty percent to AWS Foreign Students are NOT.
AFTER ALL we are just as
and sixty percent to AMS.
Throughout three quarters it much a part of this Institution as
any other oganization or groups.
amounts to $1.50 per student. If AS
had control of our budgets, this
Please recognize us a s such .. . .
system would be discontinued .
Rashed Baker
AMS and AWS would then have to

~.

Appearing: Sunday, May 4,

8:00 P.M.

I

at

SPOKANE COLISEUM
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TICKET OUTLETS: P. M. Jacoys, Speedys Record Rack,

Bon Marche
Tickets:'$2.00, $3.00, $4.00
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Student Business
Outlet for Artists
By ROB ALLEN
Contributing Writer

Impossible for a student-run
business to survive in Cheney?
Karen and Bob Gnaedinger don't
think so!
On February 24 , Bob
Gnaedinger, a senior art major,
and his wife, Karen , opened the
11
Number Nine" shop at 4121/2
First Street in dow!ltown Cheney.
The "Nine" shop, whose closest
competitor is Spokane's 11 Fiower
Pot," deals in new and used handmade clothes, pottery, jewelry,

Talks Scheduled
For Law Day·

leather__goods ancr'satin plllows.
In the future, the Gnaedingers
would like to use " Nine" as an
outlet for student artist and
designers.
"Nine" now features pottery by
Tim Merriman, Glen Reed and
Bob Gnaedinger. They have
paintings by Linda Davis and Tom
Brown.
Most of the clothing sold at the
" Nine" is hanq made and much of
the dying of cloth for the clothing
is done in the home shop.
The business started when
Karen's previous sewing and
designing partnership dissolved.
With Karen's sewi,ng her
husband's art work and a need for
money "Number Nine"
materialized.
Throughout the summer and
next year the shop will feature
local designers. Original African
designs by Mrs. Grafious are
currently being shown.
·~he Gnaedingers encourage
Eastern Students, the largest
customer group, to come down
and find "their thing" at " Number
Nine.' '
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Olympia Post
Available
Associated Student Bod y
President Mike Murphy is looking
for a new chairman of the A.S.
Legislative Action Committee for
next year.
Murphy said the job is ideal for
someone wanting · to get involved
in state government, but will
require a good deal of time,
especially during winter and
spring quarters.
The Legislative chairman is the
student body's official lobbyist
bef~re state government.
Murphy said the job requires a
good understanding of state
government and politics .
" Basically it involves presenting
our case before the Legisla ture,
and doing the groundwork that is
necessary to tha t end," Murphy
said .
The job is unpaid, but comes
with an expense account for
official travel.
Murphy said an upper classman
is preferred , preferably with some
prior political experience.

Two speakers will be presented
on Law Day, May 1, by the
Political Science depar:tment,
Joseph Schuster, assistant
professor of political science said
EASTERN STUDENTS ENTREPENEUR. Two Eastern students, Bob
last week.
and Karen Gnaedinger have opened a "Number Nine" shop at 412V2
. The speakers, former Pasco city
Fir•t street in downtown Cheney. The shop deals in new and used handcouncilman Art Hansen and
made clothes, pottery, iewelry, leather goods and satin p~_llows.
Spokanite Leo Driscoll, will speak
in the Tahiti Room in the SUB.
Hansen, former assistant state
attorney general of Eastern
wa·shington and currently
administrative assistant to
Leo Club, non-profit service goal is to operate a youth center
Congressman Tom Foley, will
organization similar to Lions on campus, where the students
speak on ''The Lawyer in Law
International, is being formed at have workshops, and various
Enforcement; Prosecution and
Eastern, said Ron Hannes, club groups can hold recreational
Defense."
·
activities.
organizer and student at Eastern.
Driscoll, who works for Keith,
Eastern student.s are urged to
"Leo"
stands
for
leadenhip,
Winston and Repsold, attorneys in
Teen challenge Centers, a experience and opportunity. Th.e attend the two organizational
Spokane, will speak on "Practice religious organization, boast a 75
club's purpose is to promote meetings, May 24th aud May 29th
of Business Corporate Law."
.per cent cure rate for all heroin service activities among the youth in the Tahiti room of the Sub, at
Both will speak approximately addicts.
of the community, to develop 3:30.
15 minutes, Schuster said. "We . their secret: God.
Dr. Glenn Aplin of the education
individual qualities of leadership,
would particulary like people with
So proclaimed Linda Miesner, experience and opportunity.
department is advisor.
interest in law as a career to Center spokesman, during an
Tentative plans for Eastern' s
Activities of the Leo Club will
attend," he said, but added that appearance here last week.
include personal aid to the Leo Club are May 6th, presenting
anyone else is invited to attend.
Although the national cure-rate physically
handicapped, the constitution in front of
in our Federal hospitals ls less assistance to college projects, associated students; May 8th,
than 2 per cent, Miss Miesner school safety programs , nucleous and committee
Insisted that with God's help recreational programs , and completed ; May 16th, closing the
three-fourths of all narcotics users dances and parties for fund raising charter.
can be cured.
and recreation, explained Hannes.
( Continued from page 1)
The assertion came after a Hannes added that the Leo Club's
resident assistants phoned Dean· barrage of stories about Miss
Ogdon who then phoned the Miesner's missionary efforts with
Cheney police. One policeman New York City's teenage gang
arrived at Streeter a few·seconds leaders.
after Ogdon.
Based on her eighty-year stint in
All but five of the studen.t s fled. New York, under the direction of
Alex Rajala·, a senior, won a
However as they ran p'ast Ogdon Rev. Dave Wilkerson (author of
superior rating in extemporaneous
and into the lobby of Streeter past "The
Cross
and
the speaking at the national' Pi Kappa
the R.A.'s on duty, names were Switchblade"), Miss Miesner
Delta forensics convention and
taken.
further claimed that 99 per cent of tournament at Arizona State
Students, appearing before all hard "narc" users she met
University last week.
Cheney police chief, George Berg, started on marijuana.
Lloyd Smith, junior, received a
Tuesday afternoon, were chareed
"They always say they never good rating in the same event.
with a misdemeanor of dri~king planned to get on hard stuff,"
Eastern entered five students,
alcohol in a public place.
according to Miss Miesner. "But · and Lawrence W. Kraft , assistant
When asked if students under 21 they,do.''
professor of speech received the
were present, Ogdon replied yes.
She was sponsored by the lnter- charter for Eastern's Washington
Cases of this nature are always Varsi ty Christian Fellowship
Kappa chapter of Phi Kappa Delta
handled by civil courts, but League.
during
the convention.
Streeter Hall may also take
judicial action.

COFFEE HOUSE

Leo 'Club Established ·Here

Eastern begins its first
experiment in the Coffee rlouse
circuit Sunday, when siJtgerguitarist Mary Smith stali's. a
week-long stand on campus.
Miss Smith was the grand
prize winner of the National
Sound of Youth Contest in 1968
and is considered in many
circles as one of the brightest
new stars in the folk music
arena.
She will perform one act
nightly in the Terrace Room of
the SUB (the back half of the
Harbor).
Activities Vice President- ,
Elect Bill Banger said that the
program would be continued
next year if it proves
successful.

Divine Aid
Helps Users

Streeter Kegger

Ended by Police

Debators Rate
High at Tourney

14th

ANNUAL

~

d1w-...

·DIAMOND
SALE

Clenched Fist Vote Held
(Continued from page 1)

arenas.
"We are not advocating separatism but are simply
trying to bring about equality. There would be no
need to raise clenched fists if there wasn't racism .in
the country.
"The athletic department will be denying us
equality and perpetu,ating racism if they abolish the
clenched fist symbol," Bell said. "We feel it is not
asking too much for them to show some empathy to
blacks in view of the present turmoil in the
country."
Asked what actions would be taken if the clenched fist was outlawed, Bell replied, "I can assure you
black athletes will play in every contest they qualify
to play in next season."
Asked if that meant blacks would accede to the
rule he simply replied, "No."
Bell and BSU President Al Sims questioned the
integrity of the athletic department in dealing with
the black athletes on this issue.
They cited an instance at the time of the OSU

controversy, when one Eastern coach reportedly advanced the oft-used racist solution of "Lining up all I
those niggers and shooting them."
·
Athletic Director Wooten expressed hope the
differences of opinion could be settled amicably.
Wooten called for a show of hands at the Wednesday meeting for or against the clenched fist proposal, "Just to see ho~ the athletes felt about it,"
and it was accepted with little opposition.
It was Wooten's opinion the discussions indicated
the ballplayers wanted team unity, voting for abolishing the clenched fist because it would disrupt that
that unity.
Wooten added that the coaches, himself included,
share that view. He said, however, further discussions with athletes would be necessary before he
could make a recommendeation to President Shuck
concerning the at hletic code.
Shuck sent a letter to Wooten, which Wooten read
at the three hour meeting, commending the discussion process the athletic department was adopting
i.n handling the situation.

SEE OUR
ELEGANT
COLLECTION
TODAY

Maid of Fortune
Regular 375.00

ONE
THIRD

OFF
B rilliant diamond brida l sets
specia1·1y priced for a limited t ime.

weisfieltlS
JEWELERS

617 W. Main
Spokane
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Distortion

of Values ·i n America Disturbing

By SHEILA
MALLOY
Copy Editor
I was sitting in the SUB the other
day thinking of Ireland.
The really important memories ,re
the simple things, like g~tting up at 4
a.m. to watth the sun rise over Galway Bay, or the tiny shop in town that
sells old books, paintings and Irish
artworks, where you can sit and read,
or wander, for hours without distLJrbance, and the people, the conversation, the wind blowing up from the
sea just to mess my hair.

I was content ta sit there with my
nostalgic thoughts but the contentment was interrupted when two girls
sat down in the booth behind me and
began talking of their forthcoming
weekend dates.
·
First girl: "I'm going out with this
darling guy Friday night. His name is
Tom something or other and he's just
a doll!"
·second girl: "Maybe t know him.
What kind of a car does he have?"
The last sentence jolted me back to
the reality of now, to the reality of
the distorted values impressed upon
members of American society.
.
The contortion of priority in values
that has adjusted itself with the rise
of -affluence and power in this country
is disturbing.
American cities are racking with
pain until hey are said to be decaying ... until the society itself has been
called sick.

America has seen three of its leaders
murdered within five years. Americans
loudly condemn the assassination of
their president-but even more loudly
condemn a bill that would control
guns.
Presidential studies have shown air
and water pollution to be major problems in the cities . Organizations with
vocal members fight the problem of
water pollution not because they are
especially concerned about the health
of other Americans but because they
don't want polluted waters endangering the lives of the fish they hope to
catch.
The unwed mother is the pariah of
a society that promotes padded bras
for teeny boppers, mini-skirts for sixth
graders and dating for those in junior
high school. She is the outcast of the
society that produced her.
The Kerner Report traced the racial
strife in this country to the core-white
racism . Americans read the Report,
cluck their tongues and continue to attend weekly meetings to organize committees that can prevent the bussing
of black children to schools outside
the ghetto.

But Americans have never, in a time
of "peace", been so visibly "patriotic."
"Reader's Digest" and service station
campaigns to give away decal flags
and bumper stickers with patriotic,
law and order slogans supposedly pro-

mote an aura of lave of country. But
•
is it .necessary to wear p1traotl1m
on.
your sleeve or car window when there
is true love and concern for America
in your heart?
The moral breakdown of the country, evidenced in the excessive rate of
divorces, gives cause for concern. But
is it so unusual that the listed number
of divorce suits filed often exceeds the
numoer of mariages listed in the daily
papers when advertisements on billboards, television and in magazines
stress the sexual aspect of society?
A crild cannot be brought up on

advertisements telling her to drink
·
milk
so t hat she can have a sexy bo d y
and still be expected to marry her best
friend .

changEt and America is, by necessity,
•
changmg_.
The attitudes of the young are allimportant to this change. A generation
taught to love and respect the .Declaration of Independence, Christ, justice,
honesty and peace cannot in conscience
give law and order priority over justice. This generation cannot in conscience give disgust and contempt priority over compassion in the case of
an unwed mother.
The honest and loving generation
is emerging.
It is seen in the growing number of
college students entering the fields of
service, teaching, social work, psychology, science, rather than the business fields.

Within the l11t ten years the
churches have experienced I tremendaus exodus of clergy and of members. Criticism of the Church 11 1 fin•
1ncial institution and 11 1 deterrent to
• Christian life has forced the members
and leaders of religious organizations
to realize the necessity for change if
there are to be any churches in 25
years.
But

times,

leaders

and

values

A Eulogy for 33,000
By BOB CUBBAGE
Aasodate Editor

Now is the time that we should
gather here to remember the deaths of
33,000 men from a war called Vietnam.
We are not here to mourn these
deaths .for mourning of these men ia
not a passion to turn on and off like ·
water. Mourning for 33,000 men ·
should be a constant pressure within
'
our spirit.

If it is not, then don't AY ''I grieve"
bec1uH, if you do, you are no better
than the aid women In Greek vlllagN
who are paid to wall at the bedside of
a dying man.
Over 33,000 are gone. I will not
read their 'names for at the fifteenth
name you would have already forgotte.n the first and · a_t the 200th name
you would have forgotten the 199th.
Nor will I show you their pictures, for
who cares abo~t 33,o·oo faces whether
they be living or dead.
Yes-33,000 men are a lot of names
and faces . So much so, that I cannot
comprehend the number, it is so vast
and gigantic.

I try to visualize these men-some·thing about them that gives them lifethe glimmer of their eyes, the sound of
their voice in song, the soothing quiet
of their frame and heart when their
fingers . grasped the tender hand of
their love ... But, stopl It's 111 so un•
real, so false.
I don't truly see them this way, I
don't see them at all.
And neither do you, so let's not
waste _ time on silly lamentations.
Mourning for these men ~hould be a
constant pressure on our soul and if it
isn't ... let's not play at it. We playact too many things in our daily life.

The men are dead. And before they
died most of them must have cried
out or cried deep inside: "God. Godl
Save me. Help me. I don't want to
die." at the second, the minute, the
hour, or the day· before they died.
One of
men must
they cried
they were

the very first things these
have learned from the God
out to was what utter fools
for calling . out God's name.

It is seen in the black students who
are ~oncerned about ·their brothers and
sisters in the ghetto schools, in inferior iobs and in poverty of culture
and opportunity 11 well 1s of finance.
It can be seen ·in the growing num-

I say this with all the certainty that
is in my heart, that God must have
answered these men with these words:
"Don't scream for Me. Don't ask Me
to change your problems. If you want
things changed, then scream at those
who can change them.

ber of students who are concerned
enough about peace to spend five
years in jail rather than fight a war
which they believe is wrong.
It can · be seen in the concern of
campus organizations thaT figh~for a
bette~ educational ~stem and justice
jn the U.S. and her commitments.
And it can be seen in the creative
sacrifice of those who devote years to
perfection of the arts or to an understanding between peoples through
VISTA or the Peace Corps.

''T•k• your bayoneted rifle and
plunge It Into the heated And and
turn your face around and ICl'Nffl at

tfle man standing near you, the man
across the ridge shooting at you, the
man acrou the sea, voting for you, the
man In your hometown who has .al•
ready forgotten about you.
"Take your voice and scream untl I
the bonas in your back ache and
tremble, until your throat feels like It
wrung with a thick cord, until the
beating of your heart can be felt in
your toes, your knees, your arms, and
your head.
"Scream until you are absolutely
positive you can scream no more,
then try to scream once . more and I
will hear you.
·

The value strudure needs to be
changed. And the realization of this
need is overwhelming. America is
lucky ta have truly patriotic citizens
who are willing to work for the good
of society-for a society in which conversation, nature and friendships-the
simple things one remembers-become
the important fadors of a· man's life.

"For your voice had not only to
reach thoH in your own world but It
had to pierce through the eenturie1
back to the first man. Past 111 those
centuries and into the ears of every
man who la now dead. The men who
have silenced and deadened My voice
for 10 long in their inane thought that
their frivolous, meager voice might
prevail over Mine.

The girls sitting behind me continued to talk about clothes, boys and
grades as I considered the goodness as
well as the hypocrisy of this country.
And my thoughts turned again to
the nostalgic past-to memories of Ireland.

"Over My voice which says-neHher
strike, nor cut, nor injure others with
fist, stone, knife, metals, words • • •
for I have created life and life is more
sacred than the holiest tabernacle."
Thus I believe are the words these
men heard. These 33,000 are fortunate for they know these words are
true and the words \1vill never be forgotten by them; the words are part of
them.

INSTALLMENT

LOANS
In

President, voiced the same fears
as Miss Iverson concerning the
future existence of AMS.
"We have not be~ unqualified
as an organization," said
Heimgartner; "we have done as
much as we possibly can."
·
,·, we have had to correct the
mistakes of the previous officers
who left us no records," said
Heimgartner, "which has taken
time. It has also made it difficult
to adjust our budget because we

had no records to work from ."
"We have established what we
consider a workable budget for
next year," he said, "but we are
also in the process of formulating
new ideas and new ideas often
require a new budget and more
money.''
"I'm afraid that if we are put
under the A.S. budgetary control
our funds will be ·seriously cut,
which will limit our expansion into .
new fields, " said Heimgartner.
" The AMS and AWS constitution

I

But what of us? All we must do is
forget 111 that was said here today.
It is a simple task. Who can mourn
for 33,000? Who is foolish enough to
believe and reflect upon the silent and
dead words that men have killed over
the centuries?
Ours is an easy and unfulfilled lot.

are under the precendence of the
. A.S. constitution, so their budgets
should be under our supervision,"
. said Murphy.
"A.S. budget allotments are based
on (1) present program, (2 ) past
program, and (3) past usefulness
to students," said Murphy .
AMS and AWS have been working
effectively and fulfilling these .
reGuirements they have nothing
to worry about. "
"AMS and AWS hold no political
force of their own," sa id Murphy,

:·u

years

American·

banks have expanded credit

A.S. Council Votes Tonight on AMS-AWS Budget
(Continued from page 1)

recent

"~o we (A.S.) should be charged
with overseeing the budget of both
groups. The management of all
funds envolves A.S. and should
come under A.S. control."
"AWS is assuming that
everyone is biased against them,"
said Murphy. "This is false ."
. "AMS and AWS will be ju~tified
to come before A.S. Council and
request r:nore mone~ if they find
that their budget l S not large
enough," said Murphy.

fc1cilities to· meet installment.
loan needs of their custo·
mers. And Seattle-First National has kept pace wHh the
.times. Our installment loans
are available to help finance
many kinds of purchases, to
help pay doctor bills, finance
a vacation, or take care of
many other needs.
Come in and talk over any
financial problem you may
have.

CHENEY BRANCH

Seattle-F·1rst
Nat·1onal Bank'
., .........a,a.U.DIPDIITIN•uaaNc;aco•re11•T_

t
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SOS Speaks
There are many who have serious
misconceptions about Students for a Democratic
Society. To begin with, we do not carry guns, we
are not subsidized by Moscow, and, in reality, we
do not possess a single fire-bomb. Mqreover,
contrary to the belief of some administrative
officials, we have not a single plan in the making to
burn Showalter Hall.
We exist rather, to awaken Eastern to the
pressing needs of society and to create in this
college a more relevant learning experience in
terms of social,. political, and economic analysis.
In doing this, we intend t.o work within existing
channels. Still, although we are reluctant. to do so,
should the need arise we will not hesitate to move
'outside these channels.
Our priorities are: First, to eradicate racism and
in doing so to relate that struggle to the
dehumanizing influence of imperialism; and
secondly, to instill political consciousness in the
students of this institution dealing with the war in
Vietnam, the presence of the military on campus,
and the appalling foreign policies of our
government.
In effect, we seek to explode the myths of
American benevolence and lay open to the eyes of
every student, every faculty member, and every
administrative official the grotesque differences
between the "American Dream" and the realities
of American life.
In light of these priorities, SDS is now working to
explore the relationships of·the college to specific
social and political problems. Currently, we have
organized a research committee of six to examine
the admissions and financial aid policies of the
college.
We intend to request that a policy of open
admissions, that is, admission to the college
regardless of one's previous high school record, be
implemented and that it should be directed to those
groups now disfranchised in terms of the American
society for varying economic, social, and political
reasons.
In addition to this, we desire that particular
emphasis should be placed on minority groups
relevant to this area ; such as blacks, . MexicanAmericans, and American Indians.
Let us point out, however, t~at an open
admissions policy is only a beginning. A true
solution to minority problems can exist only with
the establishment of a strong ethnic studies
department where the severing of cultural
identities would not occur.
Our goal in this area can be paraphrased in the
words of the late Black Muslim leader, Malcom X,
who saw clearly that the oppressed must be able to ·
identify his oppressor before the status ~f the
oppressed can be changed.
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AWS POSITION PAPER
By KATHY IVERSON

'worthless organization and should · Women Students. (IAWS) 300
Today, AWS is facing a very 'be done away with. It serves no colleges and unive r sities
criti~al problem. It is quite purpose except to carelessly spend throughout the United States are
possible that this will be the last $5,000 or $6,000 of the student's , members of IAWS.
Our organization is affiliated
year that AWS will function as an money."
They have no idea how much we w Ith sever a I prominen t
organization on campus. The
take in each year, or what . professional organizations some
reason for this is budgeting.
A.S. feels that AWS council is activities we sponsor. They have being: American Associa~ion of
not qualified to budget and handle not bothered to check because University Women ·(AAUW ),
$3,800. They feel there is no they could really care! It would be ·American Council on Education
control on our money and our suicide for AWS to be budgeted ~y · (ACE), American Association for
a group of people who feel this .Higher Education (AAHE ),
budgeting procedure.
National Association of Women
If Mike Murphy and Bob way.
VanSchrool would attend AWS
Maybe . this year A.S. would be Deans and Counselors (IAWS) is
meetings during the last part of "kind" to . AWS when they the only college organization
spring quarter, they would realize budgeted it for next year. Give involved with it), United States
that we go through quite an them two or three years and they National Student Association, and
extensive procedure before we would finally have eliminated National Association of Student
arrive at a suitable budget for the .AWS and its budget all together. I Personnel Administrators.
coming year.
am not making a rash statement.
Various statements have been
The AWS executive officers This exact thing has happened at raised about AWS elections.
meet together and work on the many schools
Certain individuals felt that the
·
two invalid AWS elections
budget. Thi~ budget is then
AWS bas almost co~plet.ely emphasized the ineffectiveness
presented to the AWS council,
· composed of the executive dissolved a~ Gonzaga Umversity, and lack of interest in AWS. I do
.officers, committee chairman, the University of Washington and not feel this is so.
many . otb~r coll!ges and
The number of people who vote
and dorm representatives.
10 the United States. 1·n the elec tions has no correIa t·10n
universities
They go over every item,
discussing it, changing it, and . They went through the same to the worth of Aws. The
voting on it. This is very similar to p~ocedure we are goh~.g through individuals who work bard in AWS
tbe procedure that A.S. uses for ngbt now. They lost their fight for make it what it is. We sponsor
their budgeting procedure. In ~o auto~omy because the A.S. good events and it is here we find
president could have cared less our support
WJIY are we haphazard with die
AWS 1·s no
· t an orgamza
· t·10n m
·
whether
they survived.
He carri d
.
.
mon~y we receive. ,
more weight and was more name onl
· an act·iv.e
Maybe I should clear up an alolittle
efal
Y. It 1s
r~
·
.
organization which benefits all
inco.r rect ~tatement made by Mike
ca!he
only
~um.orou~
t~mg.
I
woft}en students. It should
Murphy. $1.50 is taken from the
see
~Y
this.
situation
1s
this.
continue
to have the opportunity to
registration of each full time
student. 40% of this money is People hke Mike .Murphy, Bob serve the women students as .an
given to AWS and 60% to AMS . . VanSchrool, Jerry Anderson, autonomous organization.
This percentage is given Jerry Shackette, and Walt
. Lindgren have down graded A WS
according to an established
WATCH
percentage made some years ago. ,many times for their " lack of
everything." They have never
Throughout three quarters it
attended an A WS meeting but
amounts to $.50 per student. It is apparently they know everything
not $1.50 per student per quar:ter.
that wedo.
I would like to point out a few
They never have attended any of
problems that will arise if AWS is the activities we-put on, but if you
1 budgeted · under A.S. like all the
talk to them they seem to know
other groups.
everything that went on and are
First, two of the present A.S. able to rank it real well. Here is
officers and at least. one of next · where the second problem arises.
years A.S. officers have said in so How can people like this feel
many words to me that "AWS is a qualified in judging the
we fix wllatever
effectiveness of AWS when they
have not the faintest idea what we
ails your watch
do and could care less about our
existence.
You can always depend
I would imagine that some of
on us fo r precision watch
them feel that A.S. sponsors
The effect of this would create
Parent's Weekend or Mother's
repairs, promp tly atte nan open maul near the center of
Weekend. I hate to disappoint
Campus, which would be no more
them. AWS and AMS sponsor
ded to at sensible prices.
than 1,500 feet from the farthest
SMITH . jEWELERS
edge of the campus, said them.
AWS is not a small organization.
408 First Street
Heinemann.
We are a member of
Cheney, Washington 99004
Another long-range proposal
Intercollegiate Assoc,ation of
which Heinemann is considering is
I
to install a ticket gate in the I
Have
a
problem
head
of
hair?
entrance to the Woodward Field
your next haircut try Opal's
SMILE & WIN
lot similar to the one now used in For
Barber Shop. Open 1 to 9 p.m.
the Parkade in Spokane.
Monday through Thursday and
A TRIP
Instead of buying a quarterly 1 to 6 p.m. on Friday's. AppointTO HONOLULU
sticker, the driver could park in ments are available. Phone 235the lot 12 hours for 25 cents, said 6140 or 235-4201.
•
How fa r can you go on a
•
Heinemann.
sm ile? The answ er is cl ea r to
AWS PrNldent

A.S. Considers Campus Parking Report
the faculty and· administration go
along with this idea," said
·Staff Writer
Heinemann.
Campus parking proposals for
By the start of the '69-70 school
the near and distant future year, additional parking will be
including the parking of cars in available with the completion of
lots designated only for .the the Woodward Field lot which will
holders of corresponding stickers add 150-spaces and a lot across
were presented to the Associated from the Campus Schoof which
Student Council last Wednesday by will add 50 spaces, according to
Fred Heinemann, director of Heinemann.
Campus Services.
Heinemann also stated that the
The purpose of the discussion of campus is in sore need of more
the proposals was to gather visitor parking spaces. The
'''needed suggestions and national average is one vi~itors'
criticism" from the students space for every 100 students,
before the parking · proposals go therefore, "we should have at
before the Board of Trustees May least 60 spaces for visitors,
16, said Heinemann.
instead of the present number of
The major innovation which 12," said Heinemann.
Heinemann advo~tes is to sell
Because of rising expenses, the
parking stickers for a certain lot price of parking stickers will rise
which be says will help eliminate in price for the '69-70 school year,
much of the between ~lass , but the exact amount has not yet
congestion of cars trying to fmd a been determined, according to
better place to park.
Heinemann.
Stickers will ~e ~o~d for that l~t,
Long-range parking proposals
but not for. any ~nd1v1dual space m which are being discussed, call for
that lot, said _He~nemann.
.
a "ring of parking around the
Althoug_h it 1s not. now bemg perimeter of the campus with no
~one, ~ememann satd he would interior parking, depending on the
hke to mcorporate a 15% over-~ell need," sa·d Heinemann.
for the lots that have ove fifty
The elimination · of interior
sp~ces ~ithin them.
parking would include the closure
If this were done, tliere would of the street running in front of the
b_e .a 99.6% chance of ~lwa~s SUB, the Music Building and
fm~mg a place to park, said Martin Hall, according to
Heinemann.
Heinemann.
With this new proposal,
_ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _
Heinemann said be also hopes t ,.;·
I
MAIN STREn
eliminate reserved parking spaces
in the lots. In order to present this I
BARBER SHOP
Item to 'the Board of Trustees, be •
IXCEUENT HAIRCUTS
needs the approval of the faculty I Adults $1.75 Children $1.25
and administration.
'
320 MAIN, CHENEY
"With a few exceptions, most of
By ROBERT JONES

•

1,

Graduating

SENIOR?
II

Ratcliffe has special financing
arrangements-See us for that
New Car.

RATCLIFFE FORD
402 2nd St.
CHENEY, WASH.
235-6238

Honolu lu via United A ir Lin es
Jet. Yes ... it's Smile Gi rl
contest time at The Crescent
... and you could be the girl
. . . who smiles her way to
, four fabulous days at the
Kauai Surf Resort. YotJ could
win a $500 Smile scholarship
. .. a Jantzen Foundation and
Sw imsuit ... an Eastman Kodak lnstamatic " S-20" Camera
and a Portable Picn ic Cooler
from The Coca-Cola Company. They cou ld be yours·
for the sm iling .. . p ick up
an entry blank at The Crescent today. Contest closes,
Saturday, May 17th.
SPORTSWEAR
Downtown, Second Floor
Northtown, Upper Leve l

THE

CRESCENT

....___________.
Downtown

~orthto\\·11
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Black athletes are balking at a proposed athletic
code which, if accepted, would deny them the right of
raising a clenched fist in salute of the American flag at
athletic contests.
Objections by coaches and most white players center
around the fact that team unity is disrupted by such
actions.
... Coaches and some players also obiect to the multitude of terms blacks use to interpret the clenched fist.
Black power, Victory or iust outright defiance have all
been read into the symbolic gesture.

Spoiler Savages Aiming
To Slow Down Top 'Cats
Eastern' s baseball intentions
Saturday will be to continue their
disruptive ways with EvCo
leaders as they take on the firstplace Central Wildcats in a
twinbill at Ellensburg.
The Savages will be seeking
revenge for a double set back at
the hands of Central earlier in the
season.
In action last week-end the
Wildcats (5-1) lost their first
league tilt of the season, splitting
a doubleheader with Whitworth.
However. the Savages dealt
Western's title hopes a blow by
splitting a twinbill with the
Vikings. The loss prevented the
Vikings from moving into a tie
with Central for first place.
In Easter's Saturday win, Dick
Roussea u came on in relief of Tom
Thompson in the second inning to
pitch one-hit shutout ball from
there on. The Savages picked up
single tallies in the first , second,
third and sixth innings in their 4-2
victory.
Clark Babbit pitched a six-hit
shutout in the second game to keep
Western in title contention.
This afternoon the Savages will
meet Gonzaga University in
Spokane at 3:00. The Savages only
managed three hits when the
Bulldogs shut them out ear1ier in
the season.

Eastern's blacks insist
their clenched fist is merely
to remind whites of the inequalities that presently
exist in the country. They
dub it the black version of
hand over heart during the
national anthem.
"The clenched fist is not
By ROBERT JONES
hypocrisy-it's the truth,"
Spom Writ.
Eastern
golfers
continued their
emotes Al Sims, president
streak Monday by slipping
of the Black Student Union. winning
past the strong links team of

WESTERN PLAYERS ARGUE a call with umpire in Saturday's first
game, all to no ~..-ail of course. Savages tipped Vikings, 4-2, in first
contest but dropped second to Clark Babbitt's six-hit shutout.
Photo by Jerry Shackette

The Wc1shington State Cougars
will bring tiieir apparent jinx over
the Savages to Eastern for a 3:00
p.m. game Monday. The Cougars
boast three shutouts over the
Savages this year. Two of the

goose eggs came in the season
opening doubleheader. The third
shutout came in the "A" Division
title game in t he Banana Belt
Tournament at Lewiston, lftaho in
late March.

Golfers Extend Win Streak;
Edge Past Tough Cougars

Why not resolve the issue
by having the meaning of
the clenched fist, as Eastern's blacks see it, stated
clearly before each athletic
event. T h e n everyone,
black and white together,
ioin in a clenched fist salute.

Blacks would of course
reciprocate during the national anthem.
In this manner team unity is preserved and inequality
is recognized as existing.

It's not all as simple as that, but the proposal, which
has been suggested to committee members who will be
discussing the issue further, merits consideration.

*

*

*

The dope sheet on the Eastern-Whitworth track meet
Saturday portended bad news for the Savages. But a
variety of Eastern comethroughs and Whitworth goofups
helped alter the picture enough for a Savage win.
In the 440 relay, a Whit strong point, the Pirates unexplainably led off with their top sprinter, Greg Hayashi.
As a result, Mark Lindstrom, runni.ilg anchor for Eastern,
was close enough to his man at th~ last exchange to beat
him to the tape. The Pirates also failed to double two of
their best distance runners, Mike Loran and Jerry Ryman,
giving the Savages about 10 extra points with that ma-·
neuver.

Washington State University and
severely beating both Whitworth
College and Gonzaga University in
a quadrangle match at Spokane's
Indian Canyon Golf Course.
The golf team 's effort, which
marked the first time in two years
Eastern has defeated WSU, was
led by Fred Lufkin's fine oneunder par 71.
Lufkin was mat~hed against Pat
Welch, WSU's first man who bas
plans of tu ming professional this
summer. However, Lufkin, who
extended his consecutive underpar competitive rounds to four,
defeated Welch and almost
succeeded in shutting -him out
completely.
Low medalist for the match was
WSU's Jim Frye with a two-under
par 70.
Trailing Lufkin, other Eastern
scorers were Gary Lindeblad with
a steady 72, Greg Young with a 75,
Greg Strate shooting a 76, and
Robert Jones and Bruce Brevet
with a pair of 81' s.
Low medalist for the match was
WSU' s Jim Frye with a two-under
par 70.
Trailing Lufkin, other Eastern
Scorers were Gary Lindeblad with

The fact two of the conferences top performers, Jerry
Tighe and Phil Kastens, did not compete-Tighe because
he was at the Drake Relays and Kastens because of an in- ,
jury-adds to the perplexity of their casual approach to
the meet. Al I the Savages needed to push them over the
top were a couple of good efforts in the right places, and
they got 'em.

*

*

*

Sore-armed pitchers Jim Chubb and Don Matson
threw well Saturday, Chubb in game action and Matson
on the sidelines, and may be ready to help Eastern roll
a few heads in the conference race .

a steady 72, Greg Young with a 75,
Greg Strate shooting a 76, and
Robert Jones and Bruce Brevet
with a pair of 8l's.
Total points for the teams were
Eastern 91/2 to WSU's 81/z, Eastern
141/2 to Gorizaga's 31/2, and Eastern
171/2 to Whitworth's 1/2.
The match Monday brought
Eastern' s won-loss record to 13
and 3, the best showing made by
Eastern in years.
Friday, the golf team hosts the
Inland Empire Invitational in
which 11 college teams from
throughout the Northwest will be
competing in the two-day medal
play tournament.
Preceding Monday's match, the
golf team competed in a four-way
medal play tournament defeating
the ·teams from Whitman,
Whitworth,
and Central
Washington.
The final team totals were
Eastern, 432; Whitman; 445;
Whitman, 493; and Central, 475.

ANNUAL

EUROPE
JET CHARTER FLIGHT

CHENEY DEP'T STORE

Matched

Southwest Teachers Agency

1303 Central Ave.,N,E.
Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

FREE REGISTRATION

June 15 to Sept. 21 -. $275
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 __ $310

July 28 to Se t.
Sept. 21 1-way __________$175

Seattle to London

Jacket-Skirt-Pants

Al11k1

June 21 to Aug. 24 ____ $320

May 25, July 10, Aug. 15, Sept. 17

3 PIECE SPORT SET

TEACHERS WANTED
Southwest, Entire West ind

June 7 to Aug 6 ________ $269

3 WEEK FLIGHTS

SPECIAL

$10.00 Set

Low medalis t for the
tournament Friday was Eastern's
Fred Lufkin, with a two-under par
68. The other Eastern scorers
following Lufkin were Gary
Lindelad with a even par 70; Greg
Strate and Greg Young shooting a
pari of 72's ; Bud Davis firing a 74 ;
and Robert Jones with a 76.
Last Monday, the Eastern made
their best showing to date by
decisively defeating the teams
from Idaho State, Gonzaga, and
Whitworth.
The final tally showed just how
impressive the shooting of
Eastern was as they defeated
Idaho, 14112 to 31/z; completely
shutting out Whitworth 18 to O; and
edging Gonzaga 10 to 8.
Low medalist for the match was
again Eastern's Fred Lufkin with
a hot two-under par 69, followed by
Eastern's Bruce Brevet, John
Evans and Bud Davis, all shooting
74's. Greg Strate followed with a
75, and Greg Young shooting a 78.

Amsterdam to Seattle

Reduced Rates for Children
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Surprising SavageSp ·i kers T_
r avel
Eastern joins two of its
Evergreen Conference track
opponents, Central and
Whitworth, and several other area
teams Saturday at the Vancouver
Relays in Vancouver, B.C.
Central has won the last two
meets and will be among the
favorites again this year .
Eastern's improving Savages, just
off a dual meet upset of Whitworth
Saturday, will be hoping to edge
into the upper echelon of teams, as
well as hoping to qualify a few
more competitors for the NAIA
Nationals June 6-7 in Billings,
Montana.

nationally in the discus, Hirai is
seventh, Devine fourth and Hisaw
was third at 15-1 prior to
Saturday's 15-6.

Five Savages have already
qualified for the national meet.
Long jumper Mike Hirai, 23-5114,
shot putter Dave Powledge, 54-1 'h,
pole vaulters Curt Hisaw, 15-6, and

Bill Devine, 15-0, and discus
thrower Jerry Schwinkendorf, 1631, have all qualified, while long
jumper Ed Fisher is just inches
short of his qualifying standard
and high jumper Cleotis Ray needs
only a two inch improvement to
meet bis 6-4 minimum.
Pow ledge '·s 54-1 1/z effort

Saturday elevated him to among
the top small-college performers.
Schwinkendorf is rated second

Two new events will be added
for the Relays, new, at least, for
Eastern. Freshman Barry Jahn
will be entered in the taxing 3000
meter steeple chase and
weightmen Schwinkendorf . and
Powledge will try their hands at
the hammer throw.

Coach Hal Werner plans to take
a 20-man contingent to the meet
plus outstanding women
competitors Becky Nelson and

Dee Stoneback.
Gerry Lindgren and Harry
Jerome will be two of the
individual stars competing in the
open division.
Record-breaking performances
by Dave Powledge and Jim
Cartmell helped Eastern Spring
their 80-67 surprise on Whitworth
Saturday in Spokane. Idaho
competed apart from the EvCo
dual, finishing with 29 points.

Powledge broke his week old
school shot put mark with a toss of
54-1V2, needing a good final effort
to defeat ldaho·s Rich Smith.
Cartmell · bettered teammate
Dana Blankenship' s two-week old
two-mile school record, finishing
third in 9:40.9. That effort
followed a 4 :21 mile jaunt, also
good for third.
Sweeps in the half mile and 120
high hurdles plus one-two finishes
in the pole vault and long jump
keyed the unexpected triumph.
Bucs' -Savages'
Results
100-1. Greg Hayashi (W ). 10.0: 2.
Edwards (EW) 10.1: 3, Moldenhauer
(EW) , 10.1; 4, Carroll (W) 10.2.
220-l. Hayashi ( W) 22.8; 2, Carroll
(W) 23.1; 3, Moldenhauer (EW ) 23.4: 4.
Bisterfeldt (EW ) 23.8.
440-1, Charles Keturakat ( W), 50.0;

2, Muzzy (EW) 50.6; 3, Law (1) 51.0 ; 4,
Stillwell (EW ) 51.4.
880-1, Sam Scorda (EW ) 1 :57.3; 2,
Stanley (EW ) 1 :57.8; 3, Shinn (E W)
1:57.9; 4, Ensign (W) 1:59.8.
Mile-1, Mike Loren ( W ), 4:12.9 ; 2,
Burkwist (l ) 4: 17; 3, Cartmell (EW )
4:21 ; 4, Whitford (1 ) 4:23.2.
Two mile- Scott Ryman (W) 0:25.6;
2, Fisher (W) 0:38.8; 3, Cartmell (EW )
9:40.9; 4, Hamilton 0 ) 9 :44.5.
High hurdles-1 , Curt Hisaw (EW )
15.4 ; 2, Broderick (EW ) 15.5; 3, Ray
(EW ) .16.2; 4, Spellmeyer (W) 16.2.
Intermediate hurdles-1, Tom
Spellmeyer (W) 55.5; 2, Broderick
(EW ) 57.1; 3, Muzzy (EW ) 57.6; 4, No
fourth.
Shot-1 , Dave Powledge (EW ) 54-1 1/2;
2, Smith ( 1) 51 ; 3, Bennett ( 1) 48-4 1/.a ; 4,
Belzer (W) 47-ll1/2.
Discus-I , Rich Smith (1 ) 175-7 3-4 ) 2,
Schwinkendorf ( EW ) 160-1 ; 3,
Pow ledge ( EW ) 150-4 ; 4, Bennet ( 1)
133-10.
High jump-1, Jim Fields (1) 6-4 ; 2,
Ray ( EW ) 6-0 ; 3, No third or fourth.
Pole vault-1, Hisaw (EW ) 15-6 ; 2,
Divine (EW ) 14-6 ; 3, Kough (W) 13-0.
No fourth .
Javelin-1, Drew Stevick ( W ) 217-11 ;
2, Bennett (1 ) 199-7 ; 3. Liliquist ( W)
196-3 ; 4, Pfeiffer (EW ) 164-1.
Long jump-1 , Mike Hirai (EW) 2311/z; 2, Fisher (EW ) 22-51/z ; 3, Hardt
( W) 22-4; 4, Johnson ( W ) 22-0.
Triple jump-1, Rick Hardt ( W ) 46-9 ;
2. Fisher (EW ) 44-5 1/z; 3, Caldwell ( W)
42-3 1/z: 4, Greenwood (EW ) 40-1.
,.
440 relay-I. Eastern 43.2 : 2,
Whitworth 43.4 ; 3, Idaho did not
compete.
Mile relay-1, Whitworth 3:25.9; 2,
Idaho 3:28.1 ; 3, Eastern 3:31.0.
0
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EASTERN'S BILLY DIEDRICK Is trapped off second base attempting to steal In first game of Saturday's
doubleheader with Western. Savages won game however, thanks to Dick Rousseau's clutch relief pitchIn, 4-2. Photo by .Jerry Shackette

Racket Team
Nudge~ Out
By Montana
Eastern took the University of
Montana into the final set of the
last doubles match Friday before
dropping a 4-3 decision to the
Grizzilies in Missoula.
Tied at 3-3 going into the last
match, the Savage combine of
Scott Green and Dave Lanza
rallied from Losing the first set, 63, to win the second, 6-1, before
dropping the deci,ding set and the
match, 6-3, to Montana's duo of
Brian Kekich and Steve Meloy.
Terry Marden got Eastern
winging with a 6-2, 6-1 straight set
victory over Rick Ferell in the
number one singles match.
Montana's Brian Kekich
squared things quickly with a 6-4,
6-1 win over Eastern's Jim
Brinson, and Fred King and Meloy
followed suit with straight set
single victories over Lanza and
Green.
Mike Parker, improving week
after week, revenged an earlier
loss to Montana's Gary Isral,
decisioning him 2-6, 6-2, 7-5.
Montana coach, Brian Sharky,
termed Terry Marden the fastest
net man he had ever seen after he
combined with Brinson to down
Ferell and Chris Green, 6-4, 6-2, in
the number one doubles match
that evened the contest.
Green is the brother of
Eastern's Scott.
This weekend the Savage netters
host
Central
and
Western-Central Friday and
Western Saturday- both matches
beginning at 3:00 p.m.
Coach Bob Barr is hoping his
number two man, Jim Brinson, is
able to put a good series of games
together for the matches,
something he hasn't been able to
do recently.

-
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Diamond Data I
Baseball Statistics, 16 Games

Name

Bishop
DeLong
Dickey
Diedrich
Doleshel
Harper
Horch
Johnston
C. Jones
G. Jones
Laurenti
Leas
Maccarone
Martin
Miller
Morgan
Pederson
Sand
Pitchers
Teame Avg.

G

11
8
9
16
15
4
14
12
12
10
11
8
9
1
7
8
14
4
16
16

AB

R

33 2
3 0
13 1
49 8
47
6
4 0
38 8
20 1
29 1
15 2
19
0
17 1
17 1
1 0
16 3
6
1
38 4
8 3
45 5
428 47

H

2B

38 HR TB SBRBI BB SO

1
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

6 0
1 0
1 0
16 4
11 5
1 0
10 3
4 0
4 0
3 0
0 0
5 0
3 0
0 0
3 0
0 0
6 1
1 0
14 4
89 17

1
0
0
0
0
0
l
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4

11
1
1
24
20
1
16
4
7
3
0
5
4
0
3
0
7
1
21
128

0 2 3 8
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 3
1 4 4 5
2 5 3 8
0 0 0 1
0 3 3 10
0 2 1 9
1 2 4 9
3 3 2 6
0 0 1 4
0 2 0 3
0 0 0 5
0 0 0 1
0 2
6 7
0 1
1 1
0 2 2 14
0 O O 3
0 8 4 10
7 34 33 110

Avg:
.182
.076
.076

.327
.234
.250
.263

.200
.138
.200
.000

.294
.176

·.ooo

.188

.000
.158
.125
.311
.206
.... ,..

,

*

*
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HUMf'Hll&Y IIOQAIIT' I ACADDl'f' A•AIID f'IUIII
Olll&CT&D av JOHN HUSTON

*
*
* ..

VOT&D "NIT f'ICTUII& Of' ALL TIM&" IN A
IICCIINT LOI ANQ&LIEI TIMIEI f'OLL,

INCLUDl[D IN "all:IT TIEN f'ICTUIIIEI OJ' ;LL
TIMI[" IN 1111:IULTl OI' I . . CHtcA.0
TlllaUNIE l"OLL.
IIINTI f'IIOM TIECMNICOLOII IN l[N8LAND
TO AUUIII[ lllf'l[lla f'ICTUII& QUALITY,

TAKING THE BIG STEP?
Start with a diamond lrom DODSON'S. Because DODSON'S has played a part in thousands of love stories lor the past 82 years. Talee
great core in the selection of the diamond she
will wear all her lile. Our experts can help you
find a stone of fitting size and quality and style
for what you wish to spend. Since a diamond is
so special, doesn't it malce good sense to purchase that diamond at a $pecial storeDODSON' S.
Diamonds start as little as $50

12 MONTHS TO PAY
TIM£

About 200,000 Americans will be
saved from cancer this year by early
detection and prompt treatment according to the American Cancer
Society.

·• AT -UUJE ~AS1JilM.E: ~
·t tN6EICDAVS AND . S.A'FUJaDAV

DODSON'S

DOWNTOWN
MA 4-4163

SHADLE CENTER
FA 5-2579

MOSCOW
882-4125
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Proiect Aids
By MARK RORVIG
Staff Writer

"You cannot fore~ people to get
an _education. You can only force
them to become trained. " With
this point Dr. Donald Goodwin,
associate professor of English,
began his explanation of Project
IT.
IT-denoting Integrated
Teaching- was formulated as an
answer to the three most basic
criticisms of college work; first,
that college courses are not
relevant, second, that faculty
members are incomeptent, and
third, that there is a basic tension
"MIXED MEDIA'' PRESENTED BY THE Orchesl1 Dance group last or distance existing between
weekend featured various forms and media of dance. Pictured here students and faculty.
Is a Philippine dance chore~raphed by Linda Keil.

"Mixed Media"
Presents Dance
By SHEILA MALLOY
Copy Editor

"Mixed Media" , a dance
concert presented by Orchesis
Modern· dance group las,t Friday
and Saturday evenings, is a good
example of what can be
accomplished by hard working
non-professionals in the field of
dance.
Despite the unavoidable

Eight Visit
From Chemawa
Eight · Indian students from
Chemawa Indian school in
Chemawa , Oregon, located near
Salem, will arrive at Eastern
Thursday to get a taste of college
life, said Carl Ruud, director of.
the Upward B'ound program.
These high school seniors, si.x
native Alaskans, and two Navajo
from Arizona will attend classes,
Thursday's nitecap, eat , in
Tawanka, and sleep in the dorms,
May 1 and 2. All have applied for
admission to Eastern next year.
They will carry their impression
of Eastern back to their school of
800.

A conference of educators of
American Indian descent will
speak on ''The American Indian
and higher education" May 8 and 9
at Eastern.
Conference coordinator will be
Mary F. INelson, administrative
assistant of Indian affairs at
Eastern.

nuisances of occasional tapt
recorder and lighting problems,
and the definitely avoidable
nuisance of constant flashes from
some man's camera, the group did
a good job.
Prop and lighting tricks were
used throughout the program.

Orchesis showed ingenious use
of lights and props and
occasionally an excellent bit of
choreography but good
choreography and good movement
was sacrificed much too often for
the desired effect.
Choreography, other than that of
Director Suzanne Hutcheson's,
was on the whole amateurish--to
be expected from amateurs but
disappointing nevertheless.

The dancers worked hard to
produce the adequately satisfying
pr·ogram. They should be
commended for' a job well done
and encouraged to continue in
their creditable efforts.

Officers Set
For Dressler
Dressler Hall elected Susan
Somerville President of the dorm
for the 1969-70 school year
recently.
Named to the other positions
· were Jody Lindell, vice-president;
Kathleen Kay, secretary ; Be~ky
Smith, treasurer ; Sandy Basham
and Marti Miller, A.S. Council
Representatives; Vicki Juzeler,
AWS Representative and Cheryl
Boyle and Beth Freeman, social
chairmen.

IT tries to get at the relevance
problem by making the study of
the past a study of the people of
the past... A ~uman being must
learn about other human beings,"
Goodwin said. IT also attempts to
make courses relevant to each
other by studying them in terms of
each other, such as economics to
politics, or English to history. etc.
In response to the charge of

faculty incompetence, IT tries to
give each teacher a chance to " do
his own thing," in the field that he
is most interested in. Finally, IT

DMS Honors
Awarded To.
ROTC Cadets
Distinguished Military Student
honors were awarded to ROTC
cadets Kenneth W. Attebery and
William R. Lanouette in a
ceremony Friday by Lt. Colonel
John B. Dixon and Major Thomas
C. Sanders, assistant professors of
military science.
The official certificate, signed
by Major General John F.
Franklin, Jr. , of the Sixth Army
District,
reads:
" ... awarded .. .for- displaying
outstanding qualities of
leadership, high moral character,
noteworthy
academic
achievement, and exceptional
aptitude for military service."
Criteria for the award, as cited
by Major Sanders, is that the
cadet must be in the top one-third
of the ROTC class, the top one-half
of the overall academic class,
selected by a board of cadet
officers, a'nd approved by the
president of the college.
. During the current academic
year, OMS honors have been
received by 18 of the 65 eligible
cadets, Major Sanders added.

•

1n

Learn.ihg

works to break down studentfaculty distance by promoting
closer contact between the two
groups. " We become educated by
associating with educated inen,"
Goodwin remarked.
"I think it has become clear that ·
such a program as this need not be
for the gifted student alone,"
Goodwin stressed. "IT is not an
honors program. The type of
student we desire is one who, by
the time he is a senior in high
school, finds it as natural to pick
up a book on a rainy Saturday
afternoon as h.e would to pick up a
sandwich. We seek students who
are permanently interested in
books and ideas.'' Goodwln went
on to state ''The success or failure
of the program will ultimately
depend on whether we can locate
and isolate these students."
This year IT has concerned
itself with three areas of study.
During the first quarter IT
students did an intensive study of
Greek history and concentrated on
the breakdown of the Greek
democratic state during a twentyyear period. Second quarter IT
consisted of a course in Black
American history and this quarter
IT is dealing with the topic of
revolution, concentrating on the
development of revolution in
Russia.

According to Dr: Goodwin, next
year's IT will deal first with the
problems of the city, combining
such disciplines as geography,
sociology, and the American
novel. He also said that the
program will be open to all

interested students, rather than to
freshmen only as it was for most
of this year.
In addition, IT will also study
~he problems of development in
emer-ging nations. It has been
suggested that IT concentrate
specifically on a single African
nation. Finally IT wlll study
theories about man's arrival as an
organism and his future.

Included in this will be a survey
of the impact of the theory of.
evolution as it was felt in the
period of 1859 to 1908. '.fhe ideas of
Darwin and Nietzsche, a·nd
Hitler's use of Nietzcheian
thought will also be integrated into
the program. This particular
section will combine the
disciplines of zoology, philosophy,
literature, and anthropology,
Goodwin said.

'Black ·Comedy'
Cast Selected
Carolyn S. Sauser, and
sophomore, Robert H. Kirkpatrick
· Jr., have been cast in the leading
roles of Peter Shaffer's new· play,
''Black Comedy.' '
R. Boyd Devin, assistant
professor of drama and play
director, said the comedy would
be presented in three
performances starting May 8.
Others in the cast are James
Donner, Ro~rt D. Kerber, Jodine
J. Watson, Patricia M. Hair, and
David C. Steckelberg.
Sheila L. Johnson, is student
directqr.

Whi,h did

the most to
change
the game?·
a.

- - - - --..

d.

I' ..

\

-

,•

I

~

I

I

~

They all did a lot. But think about
"d." Now almost all games are "night"
games.
It's one way electricity has been
"the energy of progress," turning old
into new, new into better.
Electricity is so useful partly because there's so much of it, and the
price is right.
And the people at your investorowned electric company try to stay on
the ball to keep if that way.

THE WASHINGTON
WATER POWER CO.

·coCA-COLA.. AND ..COKE.. ARE REGISTERED TRADE·MARKS WHICH IDENTIFY ONLY THE PRODUCT OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY.

Blind dates are a chance. But you can always depend on •
refreshing Coca-Cola for the taste you never get tired of.
Thafs why things go better with Coke., after Coke, after Coke.
'lottltd under tht alllhotlty of The Coco-Cola Company by,

INLAND EMPIRE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

' •

•

It's that time of year again-time to select the TOP TEN SENIORS. In order to be
considered by the Committee,

Q

senior must be nominated by himself or another senior

.with at least 151 credit hours.
,

.

Please help us choose these outstanding students by filling out the nomination form
below. In order for your nomir:iations to be considered, you must indicate the number of
credit hours completed. Your name and a I ist of your activities and /or: honors that you
.

.

have had since you started-cit Eastern would be appreciated, and kept completely confidenti,a l, but that is optional. Beside the name bJank is a space to give the reasons for

.

nominating each person so that the committee can have some information on which to
base its judgments.
Criteria to be used by the committee in their selection of the TOP TEN SENIORS is:

A. Any senior with 151 or more credit hours completed, and who is currently enrol led
at the time of nomination, or who has graduated.

B. Activities and contributions to the ~chool and the students (need not be in A. S.
Government).

C. Leadership ability.

.
.
Over-all personality, sincerity, and general attitude toward his fellow students.
..,..

D.

-

. .. -

-

--

."

•

'

•

#

..

-

E. CGPA of 2.00.
~. Tea, off the bottom of this ·p age, fill it out, and send to: Sandy Basham, c/ o SUB Box
1194, Campus by·Friday, May 9, 1969

·------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
! The Top Ten Seniors cominittee would appreciate your help in selecting the Top Ten !
I

I'

I

I

Seniors by filling out the following information. and mailing it to: Sandy
Basham, c/o
'
SUB ~ox 1-194, Campus by .F riday, May 9, 1969.

TOP TEN SENIORS NOMINATION FORM
Name

Reasons

1. -------------------------------·
.
---····----· --··· . --··----··· -. .--·--- -----·--··---- ·-------·
.
2. ------ .-------------- ---··-------··-----·· ·------------.-·· ·-- .. -· -.. --.. ----- ·------- ·------·

3. ----------------------------------. ------. --------·· - -··-. -------.---. -----.-------·------·

.

------------------·~---------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

4. ------------------------------------··------··-· -- ·-· ·------ ---·· -·· ·-----·- ·- ------· ------·

5. ---------------------· __________ _. ------- ·----------·--··---------·--- ···------------ ------·
6. ------------.----. ---· -------.------.... ---··. - .... ·-·-.. -- ----·· -------------------··------.,.

~. ----------------------------------·----------- --·----------------------------------------·
II. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·

r

I
I
I
I

9. ----------------------------·___ ----- .----------- ---------. --··------. -------------- ------.

10. -----------_------------------------------ ·-_--- ·-· --.----·-_-··-_--------.··--_· ------.. -_-·

I

Your Name: ----·---------------- . ·-----------··------ ....... -· ________ .·------------ _ Number of Hou rs Completed: ____________________ ----------------

1

List of activities and honors you have received while attending EWSC.

I
I

L~-------~-------------~-------------------------~---~-------------------------

I
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Mini Skirts Show .Highs, Lows of Fashion Flashing lemurs,
Tempting tibias, .
Passionate patellas,
And very little skirt.
.
The combination is yummy-a sight delight
lor "hungry" male students.
..
The dessert takes time to prepare .
No longer can young ladies mis-match underwear.
No longer can girls avoid wearing "runnable,"
and expensive panty nylons.
The problem ol over-exposed female epidermis has not always existed. Skirt hems have gone
up and down like.yo-yos since the dawn ol the 20th
century.
No one knows quite why. Some spectators
attribute lickle skirt lengths to a sinister plot
devised and perpetrated by homosexual dress designers who seek vengeance against women.
We can only observe that hems continue to
rise while necklines plunge.
Convergence is not lar oll.

MAXI-VIEW of 1-e-g,s afforded by
mini-coverage of skirt.

AND HERE WE HAV E ...

.~

Irish Rovers
Concert Superb
.

,..

IRISH ROVERS offered a versatile appearance in the Fieldhouse last Tuesday night.

J IMMY KENNEDY, pure-blooded Irishman, loined the Irish Rovers In
concert.

